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ROTIMI AGBABIKA
Senior, Plan II/Economics/English - UT
Lagos, Nigeria

STEPHANIE BATES
Senior, English/History - UT
Lubbock

JESSE BERTRON
Sophomore, Philosophy/Math - St. John's College
Austin

DAVID BOSS
BA, English - UT
Dallas

DAVID BRADLEY
Junior, Geology/Plan I Honors
Pasadena, California

GEORGE BRUNO
BA, Plan II/Government - UT
Houston

DEREK DAVIDSON
Senior, History/History Honors - UT
Houston

JERRY FUGIT
Senior, History - UT
Austin

PARTH GEJJI
Senior, Plan II/English - UT
Sugar Land

ELIZABETH C. LAY
BA, History - Grinnell College
Austin

SID MAHANTA
Senior, Plan II/English - UT
Sugar Land

MATTHEW RADERFORD
BA, English - Exeter University
MA, English - UT
Ph.D. candidate, English - UT
London, England

KELLY REILLY
BA, English - UT
Graduate student, Anglo-Irish literature - Trinity University, Dublin
Chicago

ANNA SELINA
Junior, Spanish/Political Communications/Plan I Honors - UT
Hull, England

RACHEL SIBLEY
Sophomore, Plan II - UT
Alpine

ANNALEE SWEET
Senior, Plan II/English Honors - UT
New York City

MEREDITH WENDE
BA, English - UT
Graduate student, MDIV/MSW - Duke University/University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Houston

KAN YAN
Senior, Plan II - UT
College Station

STUDENT AWARDS
Throughout the 36 years of Shakespeare at Winedale, many generous people have made gifts to the program to honor friends and loved ones, living and deceased. These gifts help defray the expenses of student accommodations at Winedale. The recipients for 2006 are:

FRIENDS OF WINEDEALE AWARD ................................................................. Kan Yan
VIRGINIA WILLIAMS MEMORIAL AWARD ............................................ Kelly Reilly
IMA HOGG MEMORIAL AWARD .............................................................. George Bruno
RHODES CENTENNIAL AWARD ................................................................. David Boss
ELVA AND ROYCE KEILERS AWARD ...................................................... Anna Selina
DONALD BRITTON MEMORIAL AWARD ................................................... Rotimi Agbabia
GLORIA JASTER HICKEY AWARD .......................................................... Derek Davidson
CLARE B. GORDON AWARD ................................................................. Annalee Sweet
JOHN RUSZKIEWICZ AWARD ................................................................. Sid Mahanta
ROBIN ELYSON MEMORIAL AWARD ...................................................... Rachel Sibley
ANGELONE ZWERNEMANN AWARD ....................................................... Elizabeth Lay
NOLLY AYRES DIXON AWARD .............................................................. Meredith Wende
DOC AYRES AWARD .............................................................................. Jesse Bertron
LAURA PETERSEN THOMAS AWARD ...................................................... Stephanie Bates
Marilyn Hinton/Steve Garfinkle/Jan Notzon/Sally Wright Award ................. Jerry Fugit
GEORGE H. AND DOROTHY FULTON COOKE MEMORIAL AWARD .......... David Bradley
BARBARA TECLA HEINZKILL SABO ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP in the College of Liberal Arts .......................................................... Parth Gejji
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The Shakespeare at Winedale Program

Professor James Loehlin, Director
Matthew Radford, Visiting Associate Director
Dan Keegan, Assistant Director

Shakespeare at Winedale is an academic course, for six hours credit, offered through the Department of English at the University of Texas at Austin. Its purpose is to explore Shakespeare through performance, and it is open to students from any discipline, regardless of previous study or experience. Students in the course spend the summer at the Winedale Historical Center, working seven days a week in the old German hay barn that serves as our theatre. Their experience culminates with public performances in July and

August. There is also a spring semester version of Shakespeare at Winedale offered as a three hour course. For more information, please contact James Loehlin in the University of Texas Department of English, e-mail us at shakespeare-at-winedale@mail.utexas.edu, or write to Shakespeare at Winedale, 1 University Station B 5000, University of Texas, Austin, TX 78712-1164.

Shakespeare at Winedale Outreach

With the generous support of the Houston Endowment, Shakespeare at Winedale is undertaking a Shakespeare-in-performance program for elementary school children. We are conducting workshops at several schools as well as at UT, and participants perform every year at the spring Winedale Festival of Play. For more information, please contact Clayton Stromberger at cstromberger@mail.utexas.edu.

The summer component of the Shakespeare at Winedale Outreach Program, Camp Shakespeare, is an intensive two-week residential experience for young people, ages 10-13. This summer we held two such sessions: students in the first session performed The Winter's Tale, students in the second, The Taming of the Shrew. Camp Shakespeare is directed by Doc Ayres with the assistance of Dallas Stobaugh and Kendle Wade.

International Exchange

At the end of the summer, Shakespeare at Winedale will once again travel to England for workshops and performances with the Globe Theatre and the Royal Shakespeare Company. We will perform As You Like It in London at 7:30 p.m. on August 24. We will perform in the beautiful Tudor Banqueting Hall of Gray’s Inn, where Shakespeare and his company performed in 1594. One of the Inns of Court, or law schools, of Elizabethan England, Gray’s Inn is one of only a few existing buildings where the Lord Chamberlain’s Men are known to have performed. We will literally be treading the same boards as Shakespeare. We invite you, or any friends you have in London, to come and see us! Please call Sarah Bayne at (512) 471-4726 for more information.

As part of our international exchange, we will again host a performance by Actors From the London Stage. On Saturday, October 14, these talented British Shakespeareans will perform Hamlet in the Winedale Theatre Barn. For information on this performance or the group’s weeklong residency in Austin, see http://www.utexas.edu/cola/depts/english/programs/shakespeare/aflks.html.
**Dramatis Personae**

The de Boys household
OLIVER, oldest son of Sir Roland de Boys .................................. David Bradley
JACQUES, second son of Sir Roland .............................................. Elizabeth C. Lay
ORLANDO, third son of Sir Roland ............................................. Derek Davidson
ADAM, servant to the de Boys household ...................................... Sid Mahanta
DENIS, servant to Oliver ............................................................ Anna Selina

The court of the usurping Duke
DUKE FREDERICK, younger brother to Duke Senior ......................... Kan Yan
CELIA, his daughter ...................................................................... Kelly Reilly
ROSALIND, daughter to Duke Senior ............................................. Anna Selina
LE BEAU, a courtier ........................................................................ Analee Sweet
CHARLES, a wrestler ....................................................................... David Boss
INJURED WRESTLER ..................................................................... Jesse Bertron
CHARLES' CORNER MAN ................................................................ Parthi Gejji
TOUCHSTONE, a clown ................................................................... Jerry Fugiti
FIRST LORD ..................................................................................... David Boss
SECOND LORD .................................................................................. Anna Selina
ATTENDANT LORDS ...................................................................... Elizabeth C. Lay, Rachel Sibley, Rotimi Agbabiaka, George Bruno, David Bradley

The court in exile
DUKE SENIOR, older brother to Duke Frederick ................................. George Bruno
AMIONS, a lord attendant ................................................................ Rachel Sibley
JAQUES, a melancholy traveler ..................................................... Rotimi Agbabiaka
FIRST LORD ..................................................................................... Elizabeth C. Lay
SECOND LORD .................................................................................. Stephanie Bates
FORESTERS ..................................................................................... David Boss, Jesse Bertron, Anna Selina, Parthi Gejji, Meredith Wende
FIRST PAGE ...................................................................................... Rachel Sibley
SECOND PAGE .................................................................................. Meredith Wende

The greenwood
CORIN, a shepherd .......................................................................... Parthi Gejji
PHOEBE, a shepherdess .................................................................... Anna Selina
SILVIUS, a shepherd ........................................................................ Jesse Bertron
WILLIAM, a countryman ................................................................... David Boss
AUDREY, a country girl .................................................................... Stephanie Bates
SIR OLIVER MARTIN, a vicar ......................................................... Elizabeth C. Lay
HYMEN, god of marriage ................................................................ Sid Mahanta

**The Two Gentlemen of Verona**

Verona
VALENCE, a gentleman ..................................................................... David Bradley
PROTEUS, a gentleman .................................................................... Jesse Bertron
JULIA, beloved of Proteus ............................................................... Stephanie Bates
LUCETTA, waiting-woman to Julia .................................................. Anna Selina
SPEED, a clownish servant to Valentine ......................................... Elizabeth C. Lay
LAUNCE, the like to Proteus ........................................................... George Bruno
CRAB, Lance's dog .......................................................................... Red
ANTONIO, father to Proteus ............................................................. Kan Yan
PANTHINO, servant to Antonio ....................................................... Rachel Sibley
VERONESE TAVERN DWELLERS.................................................... Rotimi Agbabiaka, Sid Mahanta, Kelly Reilly

Milan
DUKE, father to Silvia ....................................................................... David Boss
SILVIA, beloved of Valentine .......................................................... Meredith Wende
THURIO, foolish rival to Valentine .................................................. Jerry Fugiti
EGLAMOUR, agent for Silvia in her escape ...................................... Kelly Reilly
HOST, where Julia lodges ............................................................... Parthi Gejji
URSULA, servant to Silvia ............................................................... Analee Sweet
MUSICIANS ..................................................................................... Rachel Sibley, Analee Sweet, Kan Yan
MILANESE PROMENADERS ............................................................. Rotimi Agbabiaka, Sid Mahanta, Kelly Reilly, Derek Davidson, Analee Sweet, Anna Selina, Parthi Gejji

The Forest
OUTLAW, with Valentine .................................................................. Rotimi Agbabiaka, Sid Mahanta, Derek Davidson
MOSES, an outlaw ............................................................................ Parthi Gejji
VALERIUS, another outlaw ............................................................. Kan Yan
Dramatis Personae

LEAR, King of Britain ........................................ Matthew Radford
GONERIL, Lear's eldest daughter .............................. Elizabeth C. Lay
DUKE OF ALBANY, Goneril's husband ......................... George Bruno
REGAN, Lear's second daughter ............................... Meredith Wende
DUKE OF CORNWALL, Regan's husband ....................... David Boss
CORDELIA, Lear's youngest daughter ......................... Annalise Sweet
KING OF FRANCE, tutor to Cordelia ......................... Jesse Bertron
DUKE OF BURGUNDY, tutor to Cordelia ...................... Jerry Fugit
EARL OF KENT, later disguised as Caius ..................... Kan Yan
EARL OF GLOUCESTER ........................................ Parth Geji
EDGAR, Gloucester's elder son, later disguised as Tom o'Bedlam ............................. Sid Malhanta
EDMUND, Gloucester's younger, bastard son .................... Rotimi Agbabiaka
OSWALD, Goneril's steward .................................... Kelly Reilly
OLD MAN ..................................................... Anna Selina
CURAN, Gloucester's servant .................................. David Bradley
FOOL, attending on Lear ....................................... Rachel Sibley
KNIGHT ...................................................... Derek Davidson
GENTLEMAN .................................................. Anna Selina
FIRST SERVANT ............................................. Derek Davidson
SECOND SERVANT ............................................ Stephanie Bates
THIRD SERVANT ............................................
CORNWALL'S ATTENDANT ....................................
DOCTOR .....................................................
CAPTAIN .....................................................
HERALD ....................................................... "Jerry Fugit, Jesse Bertron, Stephanie Bates, Derek Davidson, Jerry Fugit
KNIGHTS AND COURT ATTENDANTS ............................

Honors for Life Membership

Lucy and Henry Wilkinson of Austin originated this program in 1986 through a gift granting Life Membership to Claire Szabo ('85 - '87). As you see below, many generous Friends have joined Lucy and Henry's initiative in honoring former students in this special way.

Honors for Life Benefactor Membership

Joy Howard ('80) Kirsten Kern ('85-'87) Rob Matney ('98-'99) Jon Watson ('90, '93-'94)

Honors for Life Patron Membership

Mark Awad ('97) Anne Engelking ('95) James Loehlin ('83-'84) Eric Thomas ('86)
Kathy Blackbird ('84, '86) Terry Galloway ('72-'76; '80) Mark Lovell ('94-'95, '97) Susan Todd ('94)
Andy Bond ('94-'95, '97) Elizabeth Giddens ('96, '98) Michael Mergen ('97-'98) Elizabeth Tulis ('00)
Mark Bouler ('83) Alice Gordon ('72-'75) Bruce Meyer ('79-'80) Hannah Tulis ('03)
Dolly Brekke ('70-'74) Sara Hagge ('97-'98) Robin Mize ('79, '83) Tarissa Troell ('98-'99)
Donald Britton ('71-'75) Julie Hart ('96-'97) Robert Newell ('92-'94) Juleeta White ('97)
Don Brode ('88-'90) Jerald Head ('74-'76) Steve Price ('82-'83) Brad Wier ('97)
Oscar S. Cisneros ('97) Gloria Jaster Hickey ('70-'04) Keleigh Reynolds ('98) Kate Woodruff ('97)
Mary Collins ('75-'77) Melissa Kaplan ('97) Virginia Rufener ('90-'92) David Ziegler ('85-'87)
Alex Cox ('98) Daniel Lindfors Keegan ('02-'05) Daniel M. Sacks ('97)
Mary Madge Darlington ('89-'90; '93-'94)
Sarah Kennedy ('97) Sangeeta Shah ('95, '97)
Tara Kirkland ('90) Jennifer Spohrer ('91, '93)
Natasha Diot ('99) Matt Kozusko ('95, '97) Clayton Stromberger ('83-'84)
Ryan Eiland ('97) Jeff Larsen ('78, '80, '83) Claire Szabo ('85-'87)
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

We wish to acknowledge, with many thanks, all those who helped make Shakespeare at Winedale possible in 2006:

The staff of the Winedale Historical Center, including Kara, Elroy, Karel, Pancho, Beth, Raylon, Brent, and Harry, the docents, Ruth, Joys, and Barbara, and the wonderful cooks, Esther, Norma, Linda, Helen, Shirley, and Carol. Kevin Weyand, for staffing Shakespeare at Winedale receptions for so many years. Dr. Charlie Anderson for medical consultation. Royer's for Sunday pies. The folks at Festival-Institute, for inviting us to a wonderful concert.

Blue Bell and Mark Metts, for helping us to air-condition the barn. Milt and Barbara Williams, for providing housing to James and Laurel Loehlin, and Judy and Dick Perkins, for providing housing to Matt Radford. Wendy and Gerry Beaver, and Mike and Penny Cies, for much-appreciated invitations to the class. Bob and Maxine Lain, for inviting us to dinner, and for Maxine's remarkable sewing help. Steve Price, for stage combat training. Clayton Stromberger, for bringing young people out to work with us, and providing valuable guidance. Eugene Hall and Betty Sacks at Round Top Mercantile. Bill and Teresa Reynolds, for care packages to the students. Jann and E. J. "Beau" Schwarz, for lending us Red. And all the family members and former students who came to watch early performances and brought snacks and supplies.

Our many friends at the University of Texas, including Presidents Larry Faulkner and Bill Powers, Provost Sheldon Ekland-Olsen, Deans Richard Lariviere and Judith Langlois, Chairs Jim Garrison and Elizabeth Cullingford of the English Department, Kathleen Aronson and Joey Walker in Liberal Arts Development, Dr. Don Carleton and Dr. Patrick Cox of the Center for American History, and many other helpful members of staff: Maria Acosta, Cecilia Smith-Morris, Valerie Atwood, Sondra Marks, and many others. Thanks to Sarah Bayne, our wonderful new program coordinator, and to Clay Maer, for her unwavering help and support. Very special thanks to Doc Ayres for having the vision and determination to create and sustain this program, and providing inspiration to generations of students.

Many thanks to the sponsors and underwriters of our "Midsummer Night at Winedale" gala. Patrons: Mark and Lisa Metts, Dick and Judy Perkins; Underwriters: Bill and Teresa Reynolds.

Thanks to the members of our Advisory Council for helping with the Gala: Mark Metts, Endowment Chair; Judy Perkins, Gala Chair; Jim and JoAnn Ayres, Don Brode, Penny and Mike Cies, Linda Ferreira-Buckley, Laura Gibson and Bill Ogden, Carol and Dan Goforth, Taffy and Les Hewitt, Elva and Royce Keilers, James and Laurel Loehlin, Cooky and Howard Mays, Carol Montgomery, Barbara Myers, Judy and Dudley Oldham, Diane and Paul Pechersky, John Ruszkiewicz, Kay and Tony Scanapico, Celeste Sheppard, Mary Gayle and Ernie Stromberger, Jayne Suhler, Eric Thomas and Laura Petersen, Carolyn and Peyton Townsend.

THE FRIENDS OF SHAKESPEARE AT WINEDALE

The following list recognizes contributions to Shakespeare at Winedale's operating budget, Outreach Program, and the Shakespeare at Winedale Endowment. We are very grateful for your support.

BENEFACTORS


PATRONS

Benefits Design Inc., Janet T. Elder, Ben Guill, Dr. and Mrs. E. Wayne Goff, Elizabeth B. Hadlock*, Sandra G. Hine*, Bill and Teresa Reynolds, David Weiser*

SPONSORS

James and JoAnn Ayres, Davida Charney, Ph.D., Mrs. Virginia T. Elverson, A. Joy Howard* and Tom Marvin, Chris and Gayle Johnston, Dr. Sara J. Jones, Dr. Richard W. Lariviere, James* and Laurel Loehlin, John and Marjorie Loehlin, John T. Sharpe, Milt and Barbara Williams, Paul and Lucia Woodruff, Drs. Royce K. and Elva A. Keilers, Peyton and Carolyn Townsend
FRIENDS

SUSTAINERS

ASSOCIATES

CONTRIBUTORS
Denise M. Conroy, Atha M. Dimon, Ann D. Forman, Susan Ganc, Michelle Martin, Roberta Mize, Sherry Neuendorf, Angela Neville, Jean H. Pendery, Patie N. Potts, Patricia Sleator, Barbara Smith, Spot Coolers, Linda St. Clair, Clarence L. Copeland, Shirley W. Woode

* Former Students
^ In memory of Margaret and Arro Martin
∑ In honor of Dr. Thomas David Brown
§ In honor of Robert French

Donations from July 6, 2005 to July 11, 2006

Donors are recognized in the following categories:

- Benefactor - $5000 and above; Patron - $2000 to $4999.99;
- Sponsor - $1000 to $1999.99; Friend - $250 to $999.99;
- Sustainer - $100 to $249.99; Associate - $50 to $99.99;
- Contributor - up to $49.99